
Line 

#

Prompt text Character/Dialogue Next Line VA Direction

BAK

1 Back off! I was here first. Aggressive/Intimidating

JAX

2 Attempt to recruit You're a core hunter, right? 4 Friendly/Questioning

3 Attack for core Too bad. I'll be taking that core. 8 Aggressive/Intimidating

JAX

4 You looking for a crew? Friendly/Questioning

BAK

5 I manage on my own just fine. Suspicious/Cautious

JAX

6 On your own You got all the way through here on 

you're own?

12 Impressed/Questioning

7 Just manage though Don't you want to do more than just 

manage though?

15 Imploring/Appealing

JAX

8 And the one in your armor, come to 

think of it.

Aggressive/Intimidating

BAK

9 Wait. Can't we make a deal? Backpedaling

JAX

10 Afraid not I need those cores. 18 Insistent/Aggressive

11 What deal What kind of offer did you have in 

mind?

20 Openminded

BAK

12 Not exactly. Wouldn't have figured 

out this core without my daughter.

Opening up

JAX

13 She can't break How come she's not helping you 

break this hulk?

15 Questioning

14 Her work looks good You daughter's tech skills are really 

advanced based on the look of your 

gear.

23 Impressed 

BAK

15 We're wasting time. Move or I'll move 

you.

Angry/Hasty

JAX

16 Fight Try it. 18 Intimidating

17 Join my crew I just thought you'd make a good 

addition to my crew is all.

30 Placating

BAK



18 You are not keeping me from leaving! Angry

JAX

19 Want to go? Combat Confident/Aggressive

BAK

20 Let me go home to my family, to 

protect them. You can have the core I 

found here.

Bargaining

JAX

21 Kill him and take both 

cores

Sorry, but you're family won't be 

seeing you again.

33 Ruthless

22 Take one core and let 

him leave

Give it to me, and you can go back to 

your family.

34 Merciful

BAK

23 You think so? I don't understand the 

cores at all, but she's a natural for her 

age.

Friendly

JAX

24 How about you both join my crew? Friendly

25 Her technical skill alongside your 

strength would be a great help.

Friendly

BAK

26 Tempting. But I have to know 

something first.

Hesitant

27 How do you feel about Management? Hesitant

JAX

28 Lie I love Management! Doesn't 

everyone?

35 Cautious/Lying

29 Truth I hate them! Can't wait to get out 

from under their thumb.

36 Malicious/Truthful

BAK

30 With my core, I don't need a crew. Confident

JAX

31 Work together If we combine our efforts we can get 

cores far easier

26 Bargaining

32 You're overconfident Maybe I don't want to work with 

someone as overconfident as you.

37 Dismissive

BAK

33 Yeah? We'll see about that! 19 Enraged

BAK

34 Here. Pray we don't meet again. Leave with 1 

core

Aggressive

BAK



35 Then I'm not working with you, and 

now that you know about my family, I 

cannot let you leave.

19 Aggressive

BAK

36 If you hate those filthy slave drivers as 

much as I do, we have a deal.

Bak 

recruited

Begrudging

BAK

37 Did I not tell you to back off? 19 Angry


